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Bâtard-Montrachet
“Clos Poirier”
Grand Cru

91

"A beautifully elegant, cool and airy nose features
notes of various floral nuances, citrus confit and white
peach, all of which is trimmed in mildly toasty oak.
There is excellent richness, concentration and power to
the sleekly muscular flavors that possess much better
depth and persistence on the palate coating finish. This
is lovely and a Bâtard of finesse and refinement."

89

Chassagne-Montrachet

"Hints of rosemary oil, petrol and an
herbal tea wisp can be found on the ripe
white and yellow peach aromas. The
succulent, round and generously
proportioned flavors possess fine midpalate density while offering fine length. "

91

Chassagne-Montrachet
“Caillerets”
1er Cru

"Subtle but perceptible wood sets off ripe
aromas of rosemary oil, petrol and a pretty mix
of various white orchard fruit. There is fine
volume to the succulent, round and seductively
textured flavors that possess a lovely texture
along with evident minerality on the balanced
finale."

Chassagne-Montrachet
“La Grande Montagne”
1er Cru

"Here too there is fine volume and
concentration to the slightly more
energetic flavors. I like the balance of
the attractively dry finale."

91

Chassagne-Montrachet
“Morgeot”
1er Cru

"A much more restrained, even brooding, nose
grudgingly offers up its array of crushed herb, citrus
and petrol. There is impressive richness to the largerscaled and dense flavors that exhibit focused power
on the sappy and lengthy finish where the only nit is a
touch of warmth. This is a big Morgeot that should
be approachable young if desired."

93

Chevalier-Montrachet
“Les Demoiselles”
Grand Cru

"This is aromatically cool and restrained with its
combination of essence of white orchard fruit,
especially pear, along with hints of wood, spice,
mineral reduction and rose petal. There is
excellent intensity to the textured, concentrated
and quite powerful big-bodied flavors that
exude evident minerality on the focused finish
that is quite tightly wound."
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Corton-Charlegmane
Grand Cru

92

"More elegant and cooler aromas are
comprised by green apple, floral, citrus rind,
wood and spice hints."

92

Criots-Bâtard-Montrachet
Grand Cru

"There is better energy than I typically
find with this wine with equally good
density on the lingering finish."

89

Meursault

"A hint of Chablis-like quinine adds breadth to
the aromas of peach, pear, hazelnut and
matchstick character. There is fine volume and
mid-palate density to the plush, round and
vibrant flavors that possess fine complexity on
the moderately dry and persistent finale. This
is a quality Meursault villages."

Meursault
“Charmes”
1er Cru

"Pretty aromas of hazelnut, acacia blossom,
citrus confit and a hint of petrol complement the
rich, generous and attractively textured mediumbodied flavors that possess fine density while
displaying better depth and persistence on the
bracing bitter lemon suffused finish. This is quite
good and a wine that should repay up to a
decade of keeping."

89-92

Meursault-Blagny
“Château de Blagny”
1er Cru

"There is fine volume and punch to the
medium-bodied flavors that aren’t
especially refined yet they do offer
very good depth and persistence."

91

Meursault
“Genevrières”
1er Cru

"The attractively sleek, intense and more
mineral-infused middle weight flavors possess
a sophisticated mouthfeel that carries over to
the youthfully austere, balanced and sneaky
long finish. This refined effort needs to develop
more depth but that should happen if given a
few years of cellaring."
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Montrachet
Grand Cru

90

"A deft dollop of wood frames the layered and mildly
exotic aromas of passion fruit, white peach and
viognier-like nuances that are trimmed in floral and
citrus rind. There is a lovely sense of underlying tension
to the delicious to the acceptably dense middle weight
flavors that also exude a subtle minerality on the
youthfully austere, complex and lingering finale where
the only reproach is a touch of warmth."

89

Puligny-Montrachet

"Aromas of acacia blossom, white
peach and petrol scents. The delicious
and vibrant flavors possess a seductive
mouthfeel along with fine density while
exhibiting solid persistence on the bitter
citrus rind inflected finish. This too is a
quality villages."

90

Puligny-Montrachet
“Les Chalumeaux”
1er Cru

"There is good freshness and verve to the
plump, delicious and rounded medium weight
flavors that deliver acceptable length on the
bitter citrus rind finish."

Puligny-Montrachet
“La Garenne”
1er Cru

"Elegant aromas of green fruit, lemonlime and white flowers introduce better
delineated medium-bodied flavors that
offer both good punch and minerality on the
mildly warm but solidly persistent finish."

92

Puligny-Montrachet
“Les Referts”
1er Cru

"Here too there is a whiff of green fruit to the layered
nose of lemongrass, white peach and acacia blossom.
There is both better volume and mid-palate density to
the mouth coating flavors that are markedly more
structured on the balanced, complex and lingering
finish. This is worth checking out."

91

Puligny-Montrachet
“Sous le Puits”
1er Cru

"Firm reduction dominates the nose so be sure to
give this a thorough aeration if you’re tempted to
crack a bottle young. Otherwise there is a lovely
sense of vibrancy to the plump and seductively
textured flavors that also exude a subtle
minerality on the moderately dry finish where a
hint of warmth slowly emerges."

